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Neutrino Oscillations

In theS.M.nerhinosinteract via NC and CC interactionin
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However, we know that neutrinos have masses.These mass states, Ui,
are not "aligned"with theflavor states above. They are related
by a matrix,which we call the PMNS matrix. Namely,

5 mass staleflavor -> I=V*IiLstate

How do we understand neutrino production say from pian
decay?
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because the mass ofthe neutr,no
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kinematically, this means:
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We are going to assume neutrinos are a monocromatic plane wave
(not the, we will come back to this later).

then, ifthe neutrino travels some distance (from production
to detection, we can figure outthe neutrino final state:

- iHt
IV= e 181013 where t:L.

(we are working in god-given wits, where c=t=1). Say we
start with some flavor 2, so:
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Ifneutrinos are propagating in vacuum the Hamiltaimis
given by thekinetic energy.
Each mass statewill have a well-defined energy Ei, namely

26 1Ui)=E;(i)
then the final state is given by:
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the amplitude ofobserving a flavor is given by:
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then the probability is given by:
Piratpit= (A(k+ (pit)

Two Flavor Case:

Algebra here is not very enlightening;let's do two flavor
scenzio. In this case:

u =(
Sine
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then the probability:

Prett) =Anee =s (*) (etEt_1)
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Le"*=(2+ist) =S)2-(ei*i**))
= Sc(z - 2cos(DEt))
=2s(1 - (os(sEt)
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then:

Prelt)=sin (38) sin" (DE)
Whatis DE=??

E =Nm* = p +t(p1>m)
Assuming thatthe neutrines have same moments;

DE =bein :Ep!

then:

Prelt)=sin2E) sin?DEL; Lt.



ImportantRemarks in Neutrino Oscillations

1) The amplitude of neutrino oscillations is set by
nature and is given by U. (cmbe modify in matter...)

2) Neutrino oscillations (in vacuum) are periodic in HE.
3)Three importantexperimental regimes:

HerHA-aveage-sizeI z

distance to ↑ *Y
car enegy/shut first fast oscillation
for asc. to oscillation that can be only resolved
develop maxima with good 4res.

4) Neutrinos are natural interferometers; i.e., they
are sensitive to themateria they trend through
of the material interacts withneutrinos.
Matter effects.
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Oscillation Scales For HE neutrinos:

There are two Am":

Am, 7.4x18ev

Am,E) 2.51 x18eV
which give you two oscillation frequencies. One can
compute the oscillation length (distance to first oscillation
maximal by:

losc=4 =2.48 km (r)()
picking thelargest Am?:

10GeV

lase =10000km I comparable to Earth
diameter

ITeV

loss =18km
I PeV 1AU - 1.5 x108km

losc =10km

thisimpliesthatforneutersatateenageries we
In the ang out regime the osc. prob is given by:

Pap =SlUaiPlUpiR
.. we do not expectto see oscillation features in HE us.


